Question(s)

Q

Can I create a poll inside Wimba Classroom?

Answer(s)

A

- Yes, you can create several different kinds of polls inside Wimba Classroom.
  
  a. Verbally pose a question and request participants answer Yes or No by clicking the appropriate button. These are located in the participant area.

     - is clicked for YES

     - is clicked for NO

  
  b. Multiple Choice Poll - ask a single question and have participants select one or more responses. Display results instantly.

  c. Open Ended Poll - ask a single question and have participants type their answers in a text box. Display results instantly.

  d. Questionnaire - Present several multiple-choice and open-ended questions in one form. Results cannot be displayed instantly but can be accessed through the administration tools after the presentation.

  e. Click here to visit the Tutorial(s) on “Creating a Poll in Wimba.”